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Hi everyone, with Summer around the corner the interns are out at their 3rd internships, 3 of which are external internships, at Entier and NHS [Health Village and ARI]. The Interns are applying for jobs as they are now approaching the end of Project SEARCH and are thinking about their next steps for the future.

This Month Piyaboht got presented with an Student Achievement Award at North East Scotland College and Drake Music Event for both this year and next years Interns.

By Lisa Mant
Third Internships: Internal

Craig is working in grounds for his last internship also he is with Glen Craft two days a week. His tasks are: cutting grass, lining pitches. The type of work he would be interested in after Project SEARCH is Portering, Mail Delivery and Security.

Connor is working with the porters for his final internship, The tasks that he does there are delivering mail and setting up rooms. The type of work he would be interested in doing after Project search is Maintenance Assistant, Workshop Assistant, Delivery Assistant, Joiners Mate.

Ethan is doing his 3rd internship at Electrical Maintenance. Tasks that he does are replacing light bulbs, carrying materials and tools. The type of work he is looking for after Project SEARCH are Mail Delivery, Portering and trades assistant.

Jack Mackintosh- Gair is at the Library for his final internship. Tasks he does there are returning books, scanning and moving books around he also does a database. The work he would like to do after Project SEARCH would be a job as Database Assistant.
Jack McBride's final internship is with Delivering Catering, he does tasks such as making up kit boxes and delivering to different parts of the university. The work that he will be interested in are computer based Amin roles and catering roles too.

Michael is doing his final internship with Mechanical Maintenance Task that he is doing changing filters and fixing things across the University campus. The job that he would be interested Grounds maintenance, Gardening and trades work.

David’s last internship is with the porters. His tasks that he does there are delivering mail, checking fire systems and setting up rooms for events. The type of job he would be interested in include IT Assembly Technician, Hardware Installation.

Kieran is doing his 3rd internship as an domestic at Hillhead. Where he does tasks like dusting, cleaning rooms and bins. The work he is interested in would be a Bagging handler, Porter, Ramp Agent, Night Porter and Cleaner.

Jack McBride's final internship is with Delivering Catering, he does tasks such as making up kit boxes and delivering to different parts of the university. The work that he will be interested in are computer based Amin roles and catering roles too.
External internships:

Piyaboht is a Catering Assistant with Entier outside the University for his final internship. He is doing tasks such as serving customers and cooking lunches.

The work that is interested in Catering Assistant, Commis Chef, Porter.

Duncan is doing his last internship up at ARI as an Maintenance Grounds person out with the university to gain industry experience. The tasks are cutting and strimming grass. He is interested in Apprenticeship in Maintenance, Engineering, and Trades.

Ryan’s third internships is at the NHS Health Village doing Admin tasks. With the hope of a job for him.

The work that interests him is Administration Assistant, Database Assistant, Clerical Assistant, Finance Assistant, Payroll Assistant

George is currently focusing on completing his portfolio for City Guilds, skills for employment and self development. He is also preparing a portfolio to help once he has gained employment.
Piyaboht was presented with his Student Achievement Award at North East Scotland College, Aberdeen Campus on the 7th of May Andrew and Kelly went along to watch him receive it. Well done Piyaboht!
Drake Music Event with Project SEARCH

on 25 of May, Abi from Drake Music came to the Project SEARCH classroom as an end of the year treat for this year's interns and an group building activity for the next year's interns.

It was a good day, learning about sound beams, sound jam and experiencing different musical teleology and instruments. Both sets of Interns enjoyed it.. Visit Drake Music online:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/drakemusicscotland
Kieran was selected by his peers for this month because of his thoughtfulness toward his classmates and he was helpful to all here at Project SEARCH. Well done Kieran.
Up coming Events:

- Project SEARCH Graduation at the start of July for the currants interns and their invited guests at the University of Aberdeen. At Elphinstone hall, Link Later rooms.

- Welcome to Project SEARCH 2015-16 Activity for our next group of interns. Picnic in the Aberdeen of University botanic gardens in July.